Introduction
Fine processing technology based on dry etching by chemically reactive plasmas is one of the most important technologies for the fabrication of semiconductor devices. Recently, Br-containing plasmas such as HBr plasmas are frequently used for state-of-art Si etching processes in the fabrication of gate structures or shallow trench isolators (STI) included in SRAM as shown in Fig. 1 . Regardless of importance, fundamental experimental data (e.g., yields by monochromatic beams) are quite few except for some plasmas experiments [1, 2] . To compensate this, a numerical simulation technique for Si etching by Br + -containing plasmas has been developed. The obtained data will be utilized to macroscopic feature profile simulations in order to realize controllable and precise etching processes [3] . In this paper, we present recent progress of our simulation technology including novel potential functions.
Simulation technique
Our simulation is briefly summarized [4, 5] . The 3D simulation cell is shown in Fig. 1 . In this cell, more than 1000 silicon atoms are initially located in the structure of diamond lattice, where top surface corresponds to (100). Atoms in the bottom layer are fixed during simulation, and periodical boundaries are imposed in the horizontal direction. To this Si(100) surface, ions with an energy of 30-150 eV are impinged repeatedly. After the surface profile and etching characteristics become stable statistically [typically after 10ML(=720) irradiation], etching characteristics such as yields and stoichiometry are analyzed.
So far, any potential function for Si/Br systems has not been published, and only potential functions for Si/F and Si/Cl systems were accessible [6, 7] . Hence we have developed a new potential model for Si/Br systems based on the Stillinger-Weber model [6] , where the potential energy is expressed by a summation of 2-body and 3-body potential functions:
Parameters were determined by ab-initio calculation (Gaussian03 [8] ) for small clusters consisting of two or three atoms. Detail parameters will be published [9] .
Recently, it has been clarified how the potential functions affect etching characteristics in classical MD simulations. Until now, SW-type potential model for etching simulation was based on the database of potential energies calculated for small clusters as mentioned above while the energies for penetration and stay in interstitial sites have not been used. However, these energies crucially affect the results of etching simulation, especially the morphology of the etched surface [5] . Hence a new term is added to three-body potentials as where ε partially includes multi-body interaction. This improved model predicts the reaction layers more precisely. Detail derivation of the new potential form will be also published elsewhere. 
Results and discussions
In Fig. 2 [1, 2, 10] . It was also observed that diatomic ions caused higher etch yields than monatomic ions. In Fig. 3 , stoichiometry of etch products is shown. For the case of [2] . Finally, etch yields are plotted as a function of ion momentum in Fig. 5 . (Note that a diatomic ion has larger momentum than a monatomic ion at the same impact energy.) As shown clearly, it was founded that both etch yields by monatomic (Br + or Cl + ) and diatomic ions (Br 2 + or Cl 2 + ) could be plotted on the same straight line. This may be an extension of a well-known Steinbrüchel's scaling [11] . It was also confirmed Br ions have low etch yields compared to Cl ions in terms of ion momentum. Such data will reveal etching mechanisms in the actual complicated plasmas, where various types of ions exist (e.g., see TABLE III in Ref. [1] ). 
